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KEY POINTS
●
●
●

The largest nine school districts in the state would receive $1,300 - $1,900 more per
student if they were funded at charter levels.
SB 1882 provides exciting opportunities for school districts to partner with open
enrollment charters or other entities.
High performing school districts and districts partnering with state institutions of
higher education should not be subjected to an extensive application process to form
an 1882 partnership.

Good afternoon. My name is David Anderson and I work for Raise Your Hand Texas. I was asked
to talk about two related topics—the differences in charter and school district funding and the
ability of districts to authorize local charters under the provisions of Senate Bill 1882. That
legislation provides exciting opportunities for districts to partner with other entities and charters
to provide innovative programs. We appreciate the efforts of the House bill sponsor Rep. Koop
and the work Rep. Van Deaver did to encourage those local partnerships in his amendment last
session.

CHARTER VS. DISTRICT FUNDING
Beginning with school finance, open-enrollment charters are part of the same system as school
districts. Everyone begins with the same basic allotment per student. That allotment for districts
is then “adjusted” based on individual district characteristics through the small and mid-size
adjustments, plus the cost of education index. Charters are not individually adjusted but receive
the average adjustment of districts statewide. What is surprising is that the “average” is an
average of districts and not of students, so the smallest districts count the same as the largest in
that average. Marathon ISD with 72 students counts the same as Houston ISD with over
200,000 when considering charter funding. Because Texas has a large number of small districts,
the effect is to fund charters the same as a district with less than 1,000 students. That provides
significant additional funding through the average small district adjustment compared to the
larger urban and suburban districts where charters generally operate.
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I’ve provided you a letter from the TEA dated February 13 of this year. Most of the letter deals
with rulemaking issues that have been resolved, but if you look at page 3 you will see the
agency’s estimate of how much additional funding each of the nine largest districts in the state
would receive for a student in an SB 1882 local charter which receives the same funding as an
open-enrollment charter. Those nine districts range from $1,300 to as much as $1,900 more per
student in an SB 1882-scenario charter compared to a regular district campus. That increased
per-student amount also represents the existing difference in funding per student between
those districts and open-enrollment charters.
Charters correctly point out that school districts have the ability to levy an I&S bond tax for
facilities. Districts on average spend between $1,400 and $1,500 per student in those additional
taxes on debt service. Charters currently receive about $200 per student for facilities through
the program adopted during the 2017 special session. It varies by district, but the state funds
charters at a level that approximates total district funding, including local facilities bond taxes.
Facilities funding in districts is virtually all local funding. The yield in the state facilities program
has not changed since 1997, leaving the state paying only about 7% of local facilities cost. Of the
nine districts in the TEA letter, six receive no facilities aid and only one (Ysleta ISD) receives
more than the $200 per student that charters are currently receiving. Districts can argue that the
state is buying facilities for charters while expecting local taxpayers to fund the cost of district
facilities.
The difference in charter funding has an impact on the state budget, as well. A student costs the
state appropriation more in a charter than in a larger district. For example, when a student
withdraws from Houston and enrolls in Dallas, that’s essentially a wash for the state
budget—Houston loses a full student amount of funding and Dallas gains a similar amount. In
contrast, if a student withdraws from Houston and enrolls in a charter, the state budget
increases by the $1,800 difference you see in the TEA letter.
An additional point is that charter enrollment can cause and drive recapture. Wealth, in a school
finance sense, is tax base divided by student count. Removing a student via charter enrollment
makes the district appear richer and thus triggers recapture or increases the amount required to
be paid to the state.

SB 1882 85(R)
I’m going to shift to SB 1882 and the options it offers school districts to partner with open
enrollment charters or local organizations by acting as a charter authorizer. The bill resolved a
number of issues with local charter authorization and offers districts the opportunity to access
the higher levels of charter funding at a campus operated by an open-enrollment charter or a
nonprofit corporation, government or institution of higher education. Local charter agreements
not with an open-enrollment charter are subject to Commissioner approval. The SB 1882 campus
that is operated by the local charter remains part of the district and the district remains
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responsible for its performance and for all state and federal funds. The partner is required to
have control over the selection of instructional staff and a campus principal. Other services like
transportation, food services or maintenance can be allocated by agreement of the parties.
SB 1882 provides two incentives to encourage local partnerships: a two-year “pause” in the
imposition of campus-level sanctions for long-term low academic performance, plus access to
the higher charter-level funding at that campus. The relief from campus sanctions supports
districts working with outside entities to turn around low performing campuses and several have
taken advantage of that option. I’m going to focus on the ability of school districts to utilize the
additional funding for partnerships that implement innovate programs. The agency rules only
took effect in April, so there has been some scrambling to apply for and implement partnerships
for the coming school year. Another round of applications is expected this fall for the 2019-20
school year.
Several districts are currently applying to the agency to partner with local organizations to
expand services for prekindergarten and other early childhood services. I would particularly
recommend to you the relationship between Galveston ISD and the Moody Foundation in that
regard.
SB 1882 offers other exciting possibilities for districts and institutions of higher education to
expand early college and dual credit relationships to create more opportunities for students as
they transition to higher education. Other potential discussions involve relationships with major
employers to train students for technical roles through apprenticeships and career and
technology courses. The greatest benefit in SB 1882 is its flexibility, allowing each community to
pursue a unique set of relationships that meets its local needs.
The agency has defined an approval process that requires a significant amount from a
partnership when seeking the accountability pause for a long term low performance campus.
That is a good call—a campus that has failed academically three or four years should be
subjected to real scrutiny before mandatory sanctions are paused. While the process for
approval of partnerships involving campuses that are not academically low performing is
simpler, it still asks a great deal of local partners and there is some difficulty predicting whether
agreements negotiated among multiple partners will be approved by the state. In particular, a
high performing school district or district partnering with a state institution of higher education
should not be subjected to an extensive application process under this statute. The state has
already approved the district’s performance and the higher ed institution’s bona fides.
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CONCLUSION
SB 1882 has tremendous potential to change how our schools operate, particularly for early
childhood and at the critical juncture where K-12 intersects with higher education. We appreciate
your efforts giving districts these opportunities and hope you will give it time as districts explore
its potential.
Enclosure: Texas Education Agency Letter, February 13, 2018
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